
 
Daf Review – Shabbos 9 

Compiled by: David Kramer 
Gemora:  (starting ⅔ down on 8b):  

● Rav Yehuda; If someone moves a long bundle of reeds in Reshus HaRabim by rotating it one end over the 
other end, he is not chayev because there is never an akira of the entire bundle at the same time.  (Only one 
end at a time has an akira, the other end is always stationary on the ground). 

● Continue analyzing Braissa on 6a.  “One may stand on the iskuphah (stoop/threshold) and hand things 
back and forth to the Baal HaBayis; and hand things back and forth to the Ani.” 

○ we determine that the iskuphah is a makom patur because it is not 4x4 tefachim and less than 10 
tefachim high. 

○ Rav Dimi said from R’ Yochanan that an area less than 4x4 tefachim (such as an iskuphah) may be 
used by people in the Reshus HaRabim and by people inside the Reshus HaYachid, as long as they do 
not swap items from the Reshus HaRabim to the Reshus HaYachid (or reverse).  

● Continue analyzing Braissa on 6a.  “Provided that they do not take something from  the Baal HaBayis and 
give it to the Ani; or take something from the Ani and give it to the Baal HaBayis.  And if they do, then all 
three people (the Baal HaBayis, Ani and guy on iskupha) are patur.”  (ie. going from Reshus haRabim to a 
makom patur, then from the makom patur to a reshus haYachid: you are patur.) 

○ A Statement by Rava (carrying an object over one’s head [makom patur] for less than 4 amos) states 
that one would be chayev 

○ The difference between Rava’s case  and the Braissa case is that in Rava’s case, the item was never 
stationary in the makom patur; in the case of the Braissa, the item indeed was stationary in the 
makom patur. 

● Continue analyzing Braissa on 6a.  “Achairim say that the iskuphah functions as two domains.  If the house 
door is open, then it’s like inside the house.  If the house door is closed then it’s like the outside (Reshus 
HaRabim)” 

○ Rav Yehuda in name of Rav: this case is of a iskuphah of a mavoi (alleyway) which has a partial roof 
going overhead on top of the inner part of the iskuphah. 

○ Rav Ashi: this case is of a iskuphah of a house which has two beams/boards across overhead.  Each 
beam is less than 4 tefachim wide, one beam is on the inner edge, and one beam is on the outer 
edge; and there is less than 3 tefachim of space between the beams; and the door is located under 
that space. 

● Final analysis of Braissa on 6a.  “And if the iskuphah was 10 tefachim high, and 4 tephachim wide, it is it’s 
own  distinct reshus (haYachid) and it is forbidden to transfer items from it to another Reshus”. 

○ R’ Meir makes a similar statement and states the reason why it is forbidden to transfer between two 
Reshus HaYachid’s is because it is a gezera in case there is a 10 tefach pillar (with a 4x4 width) in 
reshus haRabim; transfering from that pillar to the reshus haRabim will be assur d’orisa.  

● Conclusion: iskuphah is an unclearly determined area; it’s status depends on many factors. 
Mishna: 

●  (During the week): One mustn't go to the barber close to mincha time, until he davens mincha. 
● One mustn’t go to the merchatz (bath), burseki (tannery),  eat, or judge before mincha; but if he did then he 

doesn't need to interrupt the activity. 
● One must interrupt the activity to say Shema (d’oraisa), but not for prayer (d’rabanan). 

Gemara:  
● first opinion: Mincha=Mincha gedola (12:30); barber=specialized haircut which takes a long time; 

merchatz=full service bath/spa treatment including the steam bath;  burseki =large tannery;  eat=large full 
course banquet meal; judge=beginning of judgement. 

● second opinion (Rav Acha bar Yaakov): Mincha=Mincha gedola; barber=regular haircut (the scissors may 
break);  merchatz=steam bath (maybe he will faint);  burseki =just to inspect in the tannery(maybe he will get 
preoccupied with flawed merchandise);  eat=small meal (maybe he will extend the meal); judge=end of 
judgement (maybe he will reconsider the verdict) 

● The beginning of the:   haircut=putting on the smock; merchatz=taking off your headwrap/tuban; 
bureski=tying your sleeves behind back; eating=washing hands (Israel) / loosen belt (Bavel). 

Inspiration:  
Re: refraining from activities before mincha… Sometimes in life, what appears to be a small event, becomes a 
protracted long event.  The mussar is that when something important has to get done in life, then “Do it 
Now!”.  Do not wait or delay. 

 


